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Elaboration likelihood model (Petty & Cacioppo)



• Attitudes predict likelihood of behavior but 
do not always result in behavior. 

Theory of planned behavior



Critical for a Strategic Communicators to 
understand their audiences:

① Identify audiences and their media 
environment 

② Craft message to fit audiences

③ Select/cost media to target audiences
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How to know your audience?
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Forms of inquiry

Two ends of a continuum of inquiry

The Idiographic Orientation
Unique characteristics of phenomena
Rich description of “idiosyncratic” features
Intention is to explain one case fully

The Nomothetic Orientation
Generating generalizable principles
Establishing “trans-situational” laws
Intention is to explain a class 



Starting point: Market research

Developed from 1920s…
Hit its stride in 1960s 
Today a major industry

Who is using what? How are they using it?
Who is not using the product? Why not?
What are their beliefs and attitudes about it? 
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Research techniques

RESEARCH TECHNIQUES

① Focus groups 

② Surveys

③ Observation of behavior (ethnography -
big data)

④ Experimentation



Focus group

FOCUS GROUPS

A facilitator places respondents into a group

Ask questions, listen to responses and 
interactions 

Reactions are in an artificial social context

Level of representativeness: low 

Level of detail: medium



Survey

SURVEY RESEARCH

Contact many people, ask them about what 
they do, think, value 

Large numbers of respondents 

Built on statistical properties to enable 
representativeness 

Dependent on accurate recall
Level of representativeness: potentially high
Level of detail: low



Observation of behavior

OBSERVATION (ETHNOGRAPHY - BIG DATA)
A researcher “visits” a person/group and 

observes them 

Opportunity to see what they actually do

Not dependent on accurate recall 

Responses are in a genuine social context

Level of representativeness: depends

Level of detail: high



Experimentation

EXPERIMENTATION
Manipulation introduced to randomly 

assigned conditions

Opportunity to establish causality

Somewhat artificial

Level of representativeness: depends

Level of detail: high
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From market research to communication campaign

DEFINING STRATEGIC GOALS

Not a simple question!

Not usually to “have people buy more X” or “get people 
to vote for Mr Y”

Good goals are nuanced and specific

Two fundamental questions: WHO do you want to 
reach? and WHAT do you want them to do?
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Questions

See you Wednesday…




